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ing to position its economy
and prestige in the limelight.
The festoons and banners hung
around the hall became more
colourful when the merriment
boomed with jovial dances from
the pupils of Madinat Sultan
Qaboos School and the wellapplauded poetry recital from
invited national poets. The highlight of the revelries was a stand
the notable pride and patriotism -up comic role play staged by
which are promoted by the Sultanate to reaffirm the commitment of the locals in supporting
the government in nation build-

Gulf College joined thousands of locals and expatriates
in the Sultanate of Oman as the students and staff
members celebrate the 43rd National Day in jubilation to
the success of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Bin Saeed’s
leadership for having implemented multi-billion infrastructure projects this year and who released just this
December another seven Royal Decrees appropriating a
huge budget to various projects for the betterment of
the Sultanate.
The celebration which was under the patronage of CEO and
Chairman Dr. Issa Al Bulushi
commenced with the singing of
the national anthem to manifest

Annual gathering is the
heart of all the celebrations in GC as this is a reflection of the core of organisational culture and
academic excellence as
one of the Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in
nership. These remarks comthe Sultanate of Oman.
This year at Safeer Ballroom
Zakher Mall, Gulf College has
again successfully conducted
the Staff Annual Gathering
which showcased the announcement of awards in outstanding leadership, academic
and support service staff.
CEO and Chairman Dr. Issa Al
Bulushi emphasised in his
opening remarks that the management needs more of the
enthusiasm and unfaltering
commitment of the employees
to achieve GC’s mission
through visionary leadership,
outstanding management capacity, quality instruction, excellent reputation and global part-

plemented with the message of
Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani as
he emphasized the value of
cooperation and collaboration
that continually influence the
commitment of GC in enhancing
the opportunity for every students to study how and where
suits them best. He disclosed
that every employee should
share ideals, mutual understanding and willingness to
learn from each other to help
GC grow in the pedestal of its
pursuits.
The deans and heads of the
three faculties also shared their
messages and gratitude for the
support of the management and
the staff members.
After the awarding, party
games were held which
evoked fun and frolics
from among the employees and the family members who graced the affair. A grand dinner culminated the annual gathering.

In academic affiliation with
Staffordshire University, UK

the students depicting the cultural heritage of Oman summoning every local to preserve
and to be proud of it.
The celebration culminated
through a simple meal where all
the students and staff converged as they shared the spirit
of unity and cooperation in supporting the goals of GC and the
Sultanate in general.

gramme as its first action by
increasing one-hour teaching
contact with the students and
incorporating a weekly formative test into the curriculum to
maximize English Language
learning.
During the visit, MoHE also
wanted to obtain the confirmation from the consultant of the
new
campus
construction
showing the stages of the
The committee revised the Be- pending work and the target
ginners and Pre-IFP Pro- completion date. This prompted
the committee to closely monitor the site construction so the
work breakdown structure is
completed on the suggested
date of completion which is on
August 2014 timely for the September commencement of the
new campus.
Deputy Dean for Administration
and
Finance
(DDAF) Mr. Waleed Said
took the lead in checking
out the status of the new
campus construction to
meet the prescribed date
of completion. Also, he
is directed to (Page 3)

The Management Executive Committee of Gulf
College upon consultation
with the Board of Directors drafted and acted
upon an immediate action
plan to address the 10 major points of feedback of
the Ministry of Higher
Education (MoHE) during
their visit this month.
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The 1st batch of students toured the new Mabela campus this December with an aim to increase awareness
about the progress and development of site construction, said Deputy Dean of Administrative and Finance
(DDAF) Mr. Waleed Said in his report to Dean Dr. Taki Al
Abduwani.
DDAF Mr. Waleed welcomed the
students and gave an orientation
with the assistance of the project
interior designer and architect.
Mr. Waleed along with the contractor and project consultant
said that the Phase 1 of the project will soon to be finished on
time for the opening on September next academic year.
During the tour, the students
inspected the lecture halls,
classrooms, assignment laboratories, learning centre, offices
and library facilities from the
ground floor to the third floor.
Phase 1 of the project also in-

cludes the finishing of the stateof-the-art reception, admission
and registration areas which are
all located near the entrance of
the building and the court yard
where students could spend time
socializing.
The students commented that
the facilities are of high standard
and are really high-tech because
the laboratories, study areas and
learning centres are all furnished
with computers and modern
equipment. They also noted that
the blocks are connected with
escalators and elevators to facilitate transfer and mobilisation of

Deputy Dean of Administration
and
Finance
(DDAF) Mr. Waleed Said
announced recently that
GC passed the KPMG audit
for this fiscal year.

his report that
the approval is
attributed to
the clear
and
comprehensive
audit
evidences
obtained by KPMG.
“They were sufficient and appropriate which provided a basis for
the approval,” he noted, “all the
policies are flexible and helpful
to the students as they are
geared towards helping them in
settling their financial accounts
so that they could pursue successfully their degrees at GC,”
he added.
Mr. Waleed made an impression
that his department worked hard
in preparing all the files and
overall presentation of financial
statements. He thanked his department for their all out support
for the milestone GC reaped this
year.

DDAF Mr. Waleed reported,
“KPMG, an international network
providing audit and advisory
services, has audited the financial statements of our college
which comprise the statement of
financial position and the statements of comprehensive income, changes in equity and
cash flows, and relevant notes
related to the summary of significant accounting policies and
other explanatory information we
have provided during the process.”
KPMG said in their report that
the financial statements of GC at
the end of last fiscal year complied with the Commercial Companies Law in all material aspects as reviewed by the auditors. This is the reason why the
international auditors’ body gave
GC a Class A status.
DDAF Mr. Waleed remarked in

students and employees to the
different departments and areas
of the building.
Mr. Waleed said the Phase
2 of the project is on-going
hand in hand with Phase 1
but its completion will be 6
months later. Phase 2 includes the dormitory, dining
area showcasing international restaurants and coffee
shops, gymnasium and
sports complex.
Other employees present in
the tour were Dr.
Khalid Abu Zayed,
Mr. Raviraj Shetty,
Dr. Antonio Asuncion, Mr. Mohammed Fouad, Mr.
Abdulla Al Balushi
and
Abid
Al
Balushi.

Having just recently received the KPMG Class A
audit approval this fiscal
year, Deputy Dean for Administration and Finance
(DDAR) unfolded the fiscal
challenges which his department is facing this
year.
He opened up the interview
with the editorial Board that the
students are of paramount significance to the management of
Gulf College where all the policies and guidelines revolve on
helping them how to settle their
accounts every semester. He
mentioned that it is really a
challenge to plot a timeline
suitable for various groups particularly to those self-paying
students.
He said that self-paying students need more consideration
than those ministry-sponsored
students who are always asking for the sending of invoice to
the appropriate authorities so
that their payments are forwarded promptly to the GC
accounting department. He

admitted that this responsibility
entails consistent collaboration
and follow-up with the sponsors
to give utmost assistance to
students particularly those who
study on a part-time basis.
Waleed also revealed that he
has a very crucial role in the
ongoing construction of the
new campus in Mabela. He
declared that he is tasked to
coordinate closely with the project manager and consultant of
the site construction so as to
strictly implement the remaining
timeline and the work breakdown structure to meet the
August 2014 deadline set by
the Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE) on time for the
prescribed inauguration in September of the same year.
Waleed disclosed that he
needs to work rigorously with
the management on the completion of the new campus because here lies the general
answer to the recommendations of the OAAA for upgraded
facilities to lift eventually the
suspension of registration next
semester.

Question: Does participating in Extra Curricular
Activities (ECA) improve my college chances?
Answer: Participating in extracurricular activities can
often improve your college chances by proving your commitment, time management and leadership skills. So
don’t think twice. You have to join the next semester’s ECA at
FFS.

The Faculty of Foundation
Studies (FFS) is again bustling with various extracurricular activities which
are geared towards total
personality development of
students.
FFS Head Mr. Masood Khan
gave the signal to the lecturers to
hold the timeline of activities
which kicked off in the early part
of this month.
The different levels of students
participated in the spelling competition, extemporaneous speaking, essay writing, group presentation, field trip, and film viewing

Faculty of Foundation Studies
(FFS) Head Mr. Masood Khan
met Mr. Alaric Rae, the Business Development Director of
Pearson Test Centre, at the
head office in his visit in the
United Kingdom last month.
During the visit, Mr. Masood discussed with Mr. Rae the performance of the Pearson Test Centre
of Gulf College, the only centre in
the entire Sultanate of Oman.
He reported that the centre is
operating well and it is expanding
its reputation not only from the
locals but also from the
neighbouring countries in the gulf
region. He likewise reported that
the test takers come from different countries like India, Dubai,
and Qatar.

Omanis have all the reasons to
rejoice before 2013 will finally
come to a close. His Majesty
Sultan Qaboos has issued 7
Royal Decrees which came into
full force this month. All these are
impressive and grand projects to
look forward to (Ahmed Al Mo-
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in identified hostels.
The students remarked that the
conduct of the activities helped
them not only to improve their
communication and proficiency
skills but also exposed them to
various opportunities in widening
their social circles and in dealing
with their fellow students in the
FFS.
Dr. Agnes Ilagan, the coordinator
of the events, said that the students and faculty members were
cooperative in the conduct of the
different activities. and she
hopes that more activities will be
coordinated next semester for
the benefit of the students.

Mr.
Alric
commended
Mr.
Masood for the achievement of
GC which made him reciprocated
when he said that PTC Head
Office with his leadership along
with Ms. Muna Mazhar, the channel manager in language testing,
will visit GC sometime in March
next year to work at enhancing
the processes and services for a
better and improved centre.
Mr. Masood disclosed, “PTC
Head Office is very sincere in its

qbali).
Omani can now travel to UK anytime next year using the new
electronic visa waiver (EVW)
which is very simple to complete,
free of charge and quicker than
applying for a visa. Above all, this
is a clear reflection of a stronger
and splendid relationship between Oman and the UK. I just
hope that this initiative will serve

Ms. Rula Al Azawi bested
other lecturers from other
HEIs of the country as she
was the best choice of
Telecommunication Regulatory Authority in Oman
(TRA) to chair the game
methodology tilt jury.
Ms. Rula who is pursuing her
doctorate degree in game methodology will render her services
to TRA to select the best software in game designing from
among the contestants and computer enthusiasts from the different government and private
HEIs in the country.
She reported that TRA dubbed
the activity as “Onwani Omani”
which will showcase five areas
of competition: audio, video,

game
methodology,
marketing
ideas,
and
poster.
Faculty
of Computing
Sciences (FCS) Head Dr. Mohaned Al Obaidy hoped that Ms.
Rula, an ward leader of FCS, will
represent GC well in the said
national event as GC is always
radiating its goal for rich collaborative work and initiative not only
within the perimeters of the academe but also to the stakeholders and government institu-

Gulf College having more than
12 foreign nationalities of students at present widens its
academic and partnership
horizon as it saturates almost
all organisations of stakeholders in the Sultanate.
Lately, Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani through the representation
of Faculty of Business Studies
(FBS) Head Dr. Khalid Abu
Zayed and Research Coordinator Dr. Venus Velasco attended
the 30th anniversary of the establishment of Turkish Republic
of Northern Cyprus (TRNC) re-

cently held at
Crown Plaza.
Dr. Khalid and
Dr. Venus commented
that
they expressed
their gratitude
to TRNC diplomats and officials for the
opportunity they
accorded to GC in building relationship for future collaborative
work and initiative.

TurnitIn is the talk of every
student at GC. This is actually
the GC’s method of checking
originality of assignments.
The students swarm in the
computer laboratories to upload assignments to generate
TurnItIn reports.

This prompted FFS Award
Leader Ms. Reshma Ahmed to
orient the FFS lecturers and
students on how to conduct the
process. The lecture was accompanied with actual demonstration and hands-on practice
of the participants.

its purpose.
The demand for water is increasing per year and it is predicted to
be increasing by 40 % in 2030. It
is high time for Oman to draw
aggressive water management
plans to address the alarming
situation (Ahlam AlKooheji).
What are the Omanis doing in
the Philippines? At Tacloban
City, the storm-surged victims felt

the Omanis spirit of humanity
and charity when they send their
cash donations this December.
GC collected the donations from
students and employees through
the kindness and leadership of
Ms. Aisha Haider. According to
her, she and Mr. Masood Khan
will also collect next month for
the calamity victims of Syria
(Hussein Al Balushi).

Students,
You may now download the

Examination

Timetable in the College Website.
-Editorial Board

Gulf College continues its
goal at establishing research culture and supporting creativity in the academe and community. Dean
Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
through the efforts of Dr.
Bilal Al Omari is positioning
GC into this goal by building the research capacity of
employees geared towards
more research development and innovation.
This motivated GC to bring again
this month The Research Council
(TRC) staff to conduct research
workshop to help GC in establishing research programs which
are based on best international
practices that correspond to local
and global trends.
TRC staff discussed the national
plans and strategies of various
sectors in Oman that would help
shape the research endeavors of
the GC employees to contribute
RESEARCH
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to the goal of Oman in becoming
a quality and leading research
hub in the region.
During the workshop, Dr. Fahad
Al Hosni, the resource speaker
who is the Deputy Director of
Research Administration from
TRC, helps the employees on
how to undertake TRC-supported
research and how to submit papers through the Research Electronic Submission System
(TRESS). The employees remarked that TRESS facilitates
the submission of research proposals and tracking the evaluation through online access.
Dr. Bilal said that GC is very
privileged to use the TRESS
platform being one of the HEIs
affiliated with TRC.
He disclosed that, without doubt,
GC will underpin its progress in
training its workforce to do more
innovative research in the future
as an integral part of GC’s goal.

PUBLICATION

RESEARCH

PUBLICATION

web development applications.
He
added that the
web methodology they designed is a
multi
view
approach because it supports socio-technical view and
respective
techniques,
approaches, hints and mind settings.
Dr. Mohaned disclosed in an interview that WISDM is hoped to
Mr. Abubucker reported that the
serve as a useful methodology to
paper presented an analysis and
the technical skills and creative
comparative studies of traditional
thinking of web developer and to
methodolofacilitate the process of web develgies
and
opment
among
organizations
Web Inforwhich are operating online procmation Sysesses.
tems DevelThe two researchers encouraged
opment
the employees to visit www.ijetae
Methodolshould they wish to read the whole
ogy
research to give them the over(WISDM)
view of the said comparative
towards
study.

Gulf College has again inked
its insignia in international
research arena as Mr.
Abubucker
Samsudeen
Shaffi, lecturer, and Dr. Mohaned Al Obaidy, Head of
the Faculty of Computing
Sciences (FCS), published
their academic paper last
month in International Journal of Emerging Technology
and Advanced Engineering
(IJETAE).
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spearhead a weekly visit of at
least 20 students to the new
campus to let them recognise
the development of the construction and to value the efforts
of the administration in fast
tracking the work structure.
To address the feedback on the
college
cafeteria
services,
DDAF Mr. Waleed necessitated
the cafeteria management for
providing a wider range of food
choices on its counters all
through the day.
The MoHE likewise made mention of some issues on the hostel services of the company
which GC contracted for the
female students. Deputy Dean
for Academic and Research
(DDAR) Dr. Bilal Al Omari and
DDAF Mr. Waleed immediately
conducted a series of meetings
to assess the hostel service
provider and to address all the
current complaints and issues
of the occupants. The executive
committee opted to conduct a
satisfaction survey among female boarders at the end of this
semester to serve as a basis for
whether the college has to bid
for another hostel contract with
other accommodation service
provider in Al Khuwair or to retain the current company.
With the aim to foster students’
active participation in various
academic, extra-curricular and
socio-civic activities, the MoHE
singled out the relevance of
putting up a Student Council

structure. In cognizant to this
feedback, the executive committee released an order to the
three faculty heads and the
deans to collaborate with Student Activities Manager Mr.
Mohammed Fuad in designing a
structure incorporating the suggested positions like chairperson, deputy chair, rapporteur,
treasurer, and area coordinators.
It is very commendable to note
that GC’s website is now more
user-friendly since the social
media icons (Tumbler, Twitter,
Facebook, LinkIn, etc) are all
appearing side by side with
Moodle and TurnItIn icons in the
College portal. This is the immediate action of GC on the
awareness campaign which
MoHE primarily suggested to
create understanding among
stakeholders of the recent development in student and college activities, staff engagements, and industry and community services.
The executive committee is also
looking at the possibility of releasing results online with the
cooperation of IT department
headed by Mr. Manhel Shaker.
Likewise, Mr. Manhal is also
sustaining the efforts of GC in
increasing the awareness and
capacity of students in using the
TurnItIn, new software to track
down cases of plagiarism.

